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Introduction
In recent years some types of topological spaces were constructed having only the 'necessary" continuous self-maps (of a special kind). Examples of this type are: a topological group having no other continuous self-maps other than the translations and the constant maps [5] and an infinite-dimensional inner-product space with only trivial bounded linear operators (an operator A is trivial if for some scalar A,
A-AI
has finite dimensional range) [6] . For older results of this type see [3, 71. We pursue this line a little further by constructing an ordered continuum with only the necessary continuous self-maps: for an explanation of 'necessary' in this context see Section 5. Actually our main result is a general method for constructing ordered continua, of which the above-mentioned continuum is an illustration. A second example is presented in Section 4 (this example came first in time), which is an order-homogeneous non-reversible ordered continuum. The first (real) example of this type was constructed by Shelah [S] . Our example is totally different from Shelah's (see Section 4 for an explanation) and, in our opinion, somewhat simpler. The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 contains the necessary definitions and preliminaries.
Section 2 concerns special subsets of the unit interval [0, 11. The construction presented there is very much like the one in [4] . In Section 3 we show how to construct ordered continua from families of subsets of [0, I] . In Sections 4 and 5 we construct the continua mentioned above using the method of Section 3, with input from Section 2. Usually the ordering relation is denoted by G, we are sure this will not cause confusion.
There is one exception: if ni,,Xj is a product of linearly ordered sets then <I denotes the lexicographic order: x <I y iff for some n, xi = yi for i E n and x, < Y,.
1.1.
is a BB-set if A and its complement intersect every Cantor set of [0, l] (BB stands for Bi-Bernstein).
We fix some notation:
(i) if X is a set then X'" denotes IJ,,, X",
(ii) If XEX" then x 1 n =(x0,. . . ,x,_,), (iii) If s is a finite sequence of points, say (so,. . . s,_,), and x is a point then
(iv) ( ) denotes the empty sequence, (v) finally, the symbol = is used to denote both homeomorphism of topological spaces and isomorphism of ordered sets.
Subsets of IO, 11
This section contains some results on the existence of some special subsets of [0, l] and their properties. We start with our principal tool for constructing various subsets of [0, 11. For convenience we adopt the following conventions: if 9? is a group of autohomeomorphisms of 03 then a set A, where AS [0, I], will be called %-invariant if for all a E A, %(a) n [0, l] where '3?(a) = {g(u): g E %}. Let f be a function such that domf and rangef are subsets of IR. If 9 is a group of autohomeomorphisms of R define S(f; 9) = { x E domf: f(x) E s(x)}. We call f 5% singular if f(S(f; 9)) has cardinality 2". For every Y-singular f we choose a set C(f; 3) CR such that .f 1 C(f, 9) .
IS one-to-one while moreover f(C(f; 9)) = f(S(f; 9)). Observe that the cardinality of C(S, 3) equals 2". The sets C(f; 9) remain fixed throughout the remaining part of this paper. Proof. We assume of course that every f~ 9 is %-singular. Let {Ja,p): (a!, /3) E 2" x 2") be a listing of 9 such that each function occurs 2" times in each row {ha,P): p E 2"). Let {K,,,,,: (LY, /3) E 2" x2") be a similar listing of the set of all Cantor sets in [0, 11. In addition, let B'= UhtBy(b).
Observe that IB'I < 2".
We shall find points x(a,/?,O),
(I) x(a, P. 0) E C(f,,,,,, 9) and Y(a, P, 0) =&&~(a, P, 0)).
(2) x(a, P, I), Y(% P, I) E K,,,,,. Then C(f; 9) n A, 2 {~(a, p, 0): /I E J(J; a)} and this last set has cardinality 2", so 1 C(f, 9) n A, I= 2". Furthermore, f(C(f; 9) n A,) n Vz {~(a, P, 0): P E J(J; a)> and so If(C(f; 9) n A,) n VI = 2". So {A,},,z~ is as required. Let us construct the points ~(a, p, i), y(a, p, i) for (Y, p E 2" and i E 2. Fix a well-ordering <I of 2" x 2"' in type 2". Assume that ( LY, p) E 2" x 2" and that x( y, S, i) and y( -y, 6, i) are found for ( y, 6) <I ((Y, /3) and i E 2, such that (l), (2) and (3) are fulfilled for all (7, 6 ) <I (a, p). Let
and f ] C(f, 9) is one-toone so IXE C(f; 9): x,f(x)a We now give some applications of Theorem 2.0 to get the sets we need to build our continua. Observe that 9 is a countable group and that 191 G 2" since each f E 5 has only countably many points of discontinuity.
Let {Au}as2~ and V be as in Corollary 2.1, and put A = A,,. Observe that 0, 1 E A.
( e.g., f(x) = sup{ f (a): a E A, a G x}. Then 7 E 9. Now if (range f I= 2"' then lrangefl= 2" so we have a set C E [0, l] of cardinality 2" on which f is one-to-one.
The set {x E [0, 11: f(x) E 'S(x)} . IS countable: every gE 99 is strictly increasing so for each g E 9, g(x) =T(x) for at most one x E [0, 11. So without loss of generality f(x) & Y?(x) for every x E C. Since f 1 C is one-to-one, we conclude that fis %-singular. But then IC(f, 9) n Al = 2" and If(A)\AI = 2", sincef(A) 1) )) is contained in B u C and that this set is countable too.
Continua from subsets of 10, 11
In this section we associate with each collection ti of subsets of [0, l] having the property that 0, 1 E A for every A E & an ordered continuum L,ti. For later use we will identify some special subspaces of these continua.
The for some n then xi = 0 for i > n};
we order L.,q lexicographically.
Lemma. L,d is an ordered continuum.
Proof. We have to show that <I is a dense and complete order on L,d. We first make the following remark: if XE L, and n E w then X" =(x r n, 0, 0, 0, . . _) E L&. For if x, E A,,; for some i E n then x" =x E L,fl, and otherwise, since xr = 0 for i Z= n, we have (x: E A,,,,, +xT=O) forj>ian; so xnE L,d. In case ti has only one element A we will write LA instead of LiA,.
We will now study some subspaces of L,, which we will encounter when checking It is straightforward to check that f is a bijection. For x E Bbd and n E w let B(x,n)={y~B,,~:yIn=xrn}.
For xE[w" and HEW let C(x,n)={yERW:yrn=xrn}.
The collection { C(x, n): x E R", n E w} generates the Baire-space topology on R", furthermore f(B(x, n)) = C(f(x), n) for all x and n, so {B(x, n): XE B,d, n E w} induces this same topology on B. rr'. On the other hand, define for XE B,, and n E w the points x(n) and y(n) by x(n)rn=y(n)rn=xrn; X(n),=y(n)i=O for i> n.
Then B(x, n)=(x(n),y(n))n B,d
for x=supx(n) and x=11_!.
x(n), = 0, y(n), = 1; all n, while moreover v(n). 
Remark. Notice that in Lemma 3.5 A(s)\A(s)
is homeomorphic to (LO, 11\4 x(01) u W, II\& xi111 s XA<.
As both [0, l]\As x (0) and [0, l]\As x {l} carry the Sorgenfrey topology we see that

A(s)\A(s)
is a union of two subspaces of the Sorgenfrey-line.
We collect some results on Ld which will be of First some notation.
For n E w we let 
An order-homogeneous non-reversible continuum
Let A c [0, l] be the BB-set from Example 2.3. We claim that L,d is as required. We first show that LA is order-homogeneous. Proof. Let x <I y in LA and letf: BA + BA n (x, y) be an isomorphism (Lemma 4.2). As BA is dense in LA (Proposition 3.7), f extends to a unique isomorphism f: LA -+
[X>Yl. 0
Next we show that LA is very strongly non-reversible.
Theorem. Let f: L,+ LA be continuous and non-increasing.
Then f is constant.
In particular, there cannot be an order-reversing uutohomeomorphism of LA.
Proof. (1) n-&U,,,,
A,) is countable.
We identify, using Lemma 3.5, A, and A and A, and X,, for each s. If this process stops at n then f-(x0, x,, . . , x,,, 0, 0, . . .); otherwise we find XE BA (with coordinates x0, x,, . . . , etc.) such that f= x. 0
Our continuum is different from Shelah's [8] for the following reason: Shelah's continuum is an Aronzajn continuum, hence it contains an uncountable subset without any uncountable subset isomorphic to a subset of R. Our continuum has the property that every uncountable subset contains an uncountable subset isomorphic to a subset of R. To see this, let D G L, be uncountable.
For each n E w let Let us call such a map a canonical retraction. Thus whatever properties X may have, it will always have the canonical retractions among its continuous self-maps. The continuum which we construct in this section will have no continuous self-maps besides the canonical retractions. Let ~2 and V be as in Example 2.5. Index d in a one-to-one way by [0, l]'", and let L = Lti Then L is as required. The following lemma will be the key in showing this.
Lemma.
Let p <I q in L, and let f: [ ((s, a,09 , (s, p,,, 1, 0, 0 
